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The JDO was founded in March 1982 in reaction to the demise
of the Jewish Defense League (JDL). The reason JDL disintergrated
was because its founder, Rabbi Meir Kahane, made aliyah to Israel
where he formed the Israeli political party Kach and was elected to the
Knesset only to be expelled for racism. The JDO was never and never
will be a Kahanist organization; instead it is based on principles first set
forth by the Honorable Zev Jabotinsky, the founder of Revisionist
Zionism. Jabotinsky, poet, statesman and militarist told Jewish
audiences prior to the Holocaust to leave Europe. He also advised them to form selfdefense groups. None-the-less the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) claimed:
The Kahanist movement - comprising the Jewish Defense League (JDL)
and the Jewish Defense Organization (JDO) in the United States, the
Kach (Hebrew for "thus" or "this is the way") Party in Israel, and the
Kahane Chai ("Kahane Lives") group, founded after Kahane's murder and
operating both in Israel and in the U.S. - has spanned 26 years, reflecting
a consistent agenda of hate, fear-mongering and intimidation.
The first “overground” JDO action in New York State was to protest the antiSemitic lies of Professor Ernst Dube who taught at the State University of New York at
Stoneybrook. A description of Dube’s course, prepared by Dube for the summer term of
1983, made reference to "the three forms of racism and how they manifested
themselves: 1) Nazism in Germany 2) Apartheid in South Africa and 3) Zionism in
Israel." Thanks to the JDO Dube was denied tenure.1 The JDO
was there in 1985 when Louis Farrakhan, Jew-hating conman
who not only bilks the Black community but claims to have visited
his predessor, the Dishonorable Elijah Mohammed on a flying
saucer circling the earth, spoke at Madison Square Garden and
Pitt University, among numerous other venues. Farrakhan still
makes references to these “Death To Farrakhan” rallies in his
newpaper, The Final Call:
Ironically, it is Jewish organizations who have a history of calling for
Minister Farrakhan's death, and not vice versa. Members of the Jewish
Defense Organization during the mid-80s would chant, “Who do you
want? Farrakhan! How do you want him? Dead!”2

On March 31, 1987 JDO announced it would send
armed, 24-hour patrols into the Delray Beach area where a 74year-old Jew was beaten by three men. "And when we catch
them, we are going to teach them a lesson in Jewish justice,"
said Mordechai Levy, a spokesman for the New York-based
Jewish Defense Organization. Until the three culprits are
caught, guards will roam streets carrying "firearms, guns,
baseball bats…” In November 1987 the JDO stationed legally armed “security people”
at an anti-Farrakhan rally. In September 1988 the JDO attacked the Paris offices of the
National Front in reprisal for an anti-Semitic remark by the party's leader, Jean-Marie Le
Pen. A caller to a news agency asserted responsibility for the attack on behalf of the
Jewish Defense Organization. In January 1989 a team from the Jewish Defense
Organization headed to New Orleans to disrupt the legislative campaign of neo-Nazi
and Ku Klux Klan Imperial Wizard David Duke."We are going to use every means
available. I will not rule out the use of violence to stop Duke," said Mordechai Levy,
head of the JDO. "The Jewish Defense Organization believes this man is a threat, a
bigot.” In February 1989 the New Orleans Times-Picayune reported “One man who tried
to pin down Duke's past was Mordechai Levy, leader of the radical Jewish Defense
Organization in New York. He spent five days in New Orleans in early February. Duke
called Levy ‘a terrorist.’” Levy's presence created a swell of anger in New Orleans,
where Duke had already won the primary. The JDO was condemned by a host of
Jewish establishment groups including the Jewish Federation of New Orleans for
making a tsmis (big deal) out of Duke who they believed was going to lose the general
election. After Duke won the Jewish Federation mobilized against him. On June 3, 1989
Mordechai Levy and the JDL's Irv Rubin came to blows at a Los Angeles airport press
conference that was called by Levy to denounce the attack by four neo-Nazi skinheads
against a Middle Eastern couple whom they mistook for Jews from La Verne, California.
Rubin and several of his followers accosted Levy as he arrived in Los Angeles. A Rubin
follower tried to attack an innocent bystander whom he thought was a Levy
sympathizer. The man, who happened to be Jewish, was holding a baby and chastised
his attacker by saying, "I am a Jew, too, so let me through," as he walked down the hall.
In June 1989 letters were sent by the Jewish Defense Organization, which was
described as a 3000-member militant activist group, urging record distributors to boycott
the Jew haters of the racist, Jew-hating hip-hop group Public Enemy. On March 31,
1989 Jewish Defense Organization leader Mordechai Levy threatened to "meet violence
with violence" if a projected Ku Klux Klan rally was to take place in Millville, New Jersey.
"I don't like violence," Levy said. But sometimes, violence must be used. If the Klan
marches, it will be opposed with force." In 1990 JDO demanded the deportation of the
Blind Sheik Rahman. In August 1991 JDO sent patrols into Crown Heights after Rev. Al
Sharpton (who Obama paid tribute to in April 2011), the Rev. Herbert Daughtry and
Sonny Carson instigated a modern day pogrom. In May 1992 William Hoff, of Queens,
lost his job as a receptionist after the militant Jewish Defense Organization targeted him
in its Operation Klan Kicker. In May 1992 William Dodge the grand dragon of the Ku

Klux Klan in Connecticut was fired from his job at the Apex
Machine Tool Co. in Farmington. The Jewish Defense
Organization conducted a successful campaign to get Mr.
Dodge fired from his job. A taped message on the JDO's
answering machine said "Either they get rid of him or we get rid
of them, legally and efficiently." In July 29, 1994 Dodge was
sentenced today to five years and three months in prison for
possessing a pipe bomb. Before the sentencing, William Dodge,
31, of Bristol, who had pleaded guilty, told Judge T. F. Gilroy
Daly of Federal District Court: "I would never hurt anybody or anything. I do realize that I
made a grave mistake." In April 1993 Holocaust denier David Willcox was hit in the
head with a lead pipe as he desecrated the Holocaust Memorial in Washington, D.C.
with his presence. The Washington D.C. JDO section took credit for this action.3 In
March 1995 members of the Jewish Defense Organization marched to the West 88th
Street apartment of Anthony Cardulis, 34, chanting, "Evict the Nazis now. No Nazis on
the Upper West Side.” In 1996 the JDO had a Palm Beach county Nazi group’s hotline
shut down. In 1997 there was a rally at both Manhattan Cable and at the home of Ian
Lipner protesting the neo-Nazi KKK cable television show that Lipner ran. In April 1998
the JDO protested a scheduled visit to the College of Staten Island by Leonard Jeffries,
the City College black studies professor known for his anti-Semitic and anti-white
statements. In 1998 JDO went after Ramzi Yousef Clark (Ramsey Clark) when he
defended a Nazi war criminal involved in murdering defenseless Jews in the Warsaw
Ghetto. The New York Times reported:
Last Monday, Clark told the judge that he had received a call telling him
about a threat on the Internet from a group calling itself the Jewish
Defense Organization. The group's Web site bore the statement, ''Death to
Nazi Scum,'' Mr. Clark said. It also listed Mr. Clark's home address and
phone number, and promised that there would be a demonstration outside
his home. ''That doesn't bother me,'' he told the judge. ''I have been going
through that since 1961. But I thought the court ought to know.”4
In August 1999 the JDO received this email:
From: "Dr.Lohr"
Dr.Lohr1@prodigy.net
To: JudeaM@jdo.org
Subject: Help!!!
Date: Mon, 9 Aug 1999 06:26:01 -0400
Greetings,
Just thought I would drop a line to say hello to the human sponges. We at
Aryan Nations wish to thank you for waking up more of our kindred.
Dr. Hans Alexander Lohr Aryan Nations

PH: 208-772-2408
The next day, August 10, 1999, Buford Furrow, a member of Aryan Nations,
opened fire in North Valley Jewish Community Center in Grenada Hills, California
wounded three boys, a teen-age girl and a woman. Furrow
then murdered a Pilipino mailman! The JDO turned this email
over to the FBI in order to identify Furrow’s accomplises. In
October 1999 Federal District Court Judges Harold Baer and
Alvin Hellerstein ruled that KKK members can protest with
their hoods on - setting aside a century-old law. "The KKK
should never have been given a permit to have a rally, with
masks or without," said JDL leader Mordechai Levy. In January 2004 the Jewish
Defense Organization launched the campaign against Sunshine Outdoor Advertising
and was able to get a pro-Nazi sign taken down. In October 2004 about 50 JDO
supporters chanting ''evict the Nazi'' rallied in front of the Upper West Side apartment
building of Nazi Holocaust revisionist Michael Santomauro, who had been holding
meetings with his supporters in the building, on 72nd Street near West End Avenue.5 In
September 2006 JDO instigated the cancellation of the Iranian Hitler Mahmoud
Achmadinajad’s speech at Columbia as we mounted a telephone campaign against the
event and called on alumni to cut funding. There was a JDO rally outside his hotel. The
JDO vehemently campaigned for years against Neturei Karta a cult of Jew-hating Jews
and in January 2007 organized a group of about 1,000 protesters outside their Monsey,
New York headquarters. Later that month their schul burned down. The traitor Yisroel
Dovid Weiss charged: “It happened because we're anti-Zionist and opposed to the state
of Israel. We were threatened by a terrorist organization the JDO and others.” It was
one of their brainwashed children playing with matches who caused the fire. Neturei
Karta attracts mentally ill Jews – one NK member tried to starve her infant to death.6
In September 2009 nearly two dozen
members of the Jewish Defense Organization came
out and protested an anti-Semitic group from
Kansas that spewed hate outside a Long Island
synagogue just days before Yom Kippur. The
Jewish group and members of the neo-Nazi group
known as Westboro Baptist Church got into a
shouting match outside Chabad of Great Neck as
cops looked on. In 2010 about 75 members of the
Jewish Defense Organization came out and
confronted members of the Westboro maggots in Brooklyn, New York. About a dozen
members of the Church shouted and waved signs that read, "God Hates Jews" and
"Israel is Doomed!" Water was thrown on them and their tires were slashed. In 2010
JDO was able to get a meeting of the American Renaissance Party that was to be held
at the Skyline Motel in Washington, D.C. cancelled despite the insistence of manager
Jeff Ragonese that it take place. In February 2011 JDO quashed another meeting of
this racist group with the help of the NAACP and City Council members Patrick Cannon

and Councilman Warren Turner. These men had enough self-respect to stop these KKK
jackasses from spewing their racial-hatred in Charlotte, North Carolina. Look what
happened in Greensboro, North Carolina in 1979 when the Klan mowed down a “Death
to the Klan” march staged by Communists. Declassified FBI documents revealed that
Mordechai Levy warned the FBI that the Klan was planning a violent attack but his
intelligence was ignored due to his status as a Jewish militant. Just the opposite should
have been true. In March 2011 the JDO was able to convince the landlord of the the
Nazi-Holocaust revisionist scumy group The Institute of Historical Review not to renew
their lease.
In his opening remarks, Mark Weber the IHR director announced that the
"our landlord has notified us that he's not be renewing our lease, which
means that we'll have to move out of our offices by the end of June."
While it's not clear just what's behind the decision, Weber noted that "antifascist" and Zionist groups such as the "Jewish Defense Organization"
have been targeting the Institute's landlord, and publicizing his name,
address and telephone number. Finding a new location, moving furniture,
books and equipment, and setting up everything again in a new location,
will be a costly, time-consuming and laborious task, Weber said.
As Jewish militants the JDO is a repository of intelligence on Jew haters but we
don’t just gather intelligences as most organizations do, we also run a training camp
and when not running that run operations. Although all these operations are legal we
cannot reveal many of them as it would compromise our trade craft. One such operation
that can be revealed came into being when the Black Muslims had a deal in which they
would personally deliver a speech by Louis Farrakhan to your doorstep and collect a
contribution. JDO answered this ad and had the tape sent to the address of a Nazi living
in Queens, N.Y. We later learned the Nazi had held the Black Muslim at gunpoint
spread out on his lawn until the police arrived.
It is from this militant / activist point of view that the JDO
research team studied the history of terrorism on American soil
within certain parameters of interest. Rather than using a shotgun
approach we zeroed in on terrorist plots in which bombs were
actually constructed or shots were fired and excluded numerous
conspiracies that the FBI nipped in the bud. Our researchers
obtained the documents from every terrorism court case in the
United States, conducted interviews, scoured the Internet in all
languages, studied declassified government documents, filed FOIA
requests then put the puzzle pieces together. We even collected the trash in front of the
Permanent Observer Mission of Palestine to the United Nations at 115 East 65th Street
in Manhattan and discovered cable traffic that indicated the PLO was using Syrian
diplomatic pouches to smuggle bomb parts to various locations throughout the world.
JDO turned these cables over to Israeli intelligence who cautioned JDO not to reveal its
methodology as it was going to be applied to other hostile diplomatic installations. JDO
waited for a year before revealing its discovery on local television. Shortly thereafter a

car with two Arabic looking men parked outside JDO headquarters at 6 Bleecker Street
in Manhattan. A JDO member displayed his semi-auto Uzi and invited the thugs
upstairs. It was just another day in the 1980’s at JDO Headquarters.
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